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Essay Topic: Discrimination , Gun Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! The film Crash,
directed by Paul Haggis, literally and figuratively tells a story of a crash between ethnic groups, socio- Aoki 2
economic classes, and even occupations in the city of Los Angeles. The Academy Award-winning movie
Crash was widely praised for its groundbreaking condemnation of American urban racism. The editor of the
film Crash, Hughes Winborne, had a challenge to intertwine the lives ofunrelated character[s] from ethnic,
cultural and social backgrounds over a thirty-six hour period Peters 2. Reference Crash, Dir. The scene with
his wife portrayed him as a law abiding citizen who chose to be silent despite of the sexual assault. I think
Crash represents the race relations in America and shows that how misconceptions and lack of communication
makes our life situations very unstable. He is very quiet and the peaceful person in the whole movie and due to
nature of his work, he usually works late at night. When he changes the locks at the Cabots residence, he is
accused of being a typical Latino man, a gang-banger. You may also be interested in the following: crash
movie analysis sociology How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Twilight: The City of Los Angeles Essay
- Two of the greatest stories told about the city of Los Angeles come from different art forms, but both tell just
as equally thought-provoking tales. Even African-American young men who complain about how they are
always viewed as criminals in the media turn out to be criminals, showing how even cultural critics 'undo' the
force of their argument by embodying stereotypes, however unconsciously. On the other hand, I believe
Officer Ryan is not a bad person, because he is fighting for his ailing father and later in the movie he also
saves Christine when she gets into car explosion. There is backward and forward movement amongst the
characters as well as time. For example, in the opening scene of the movie the metaphor of the word crash is
illustrated when a literal car crash has just occurred. There are several intertwined lives and personal
relationships with a common point of prejudice involving ethnic issues. This fast cutting editing technique
creates a literal car crash feeling for the audience members. Stereotype has been defined as â€¦a very limited
view of the average behavior in a certain environment. Yes, of course, racism always hurts on a personal level,
regardless of who is the perpetrator, but the violence done to society at large by certain groups whites upon
other groups cannot be quantified by merely adding up cases of individualized pain and unhappiness. Perhaps,
the most significant portrayal of stereotype from the film was from the car scene with Officer Hansen and
Peter Waters. Movie Analysis : ' The Movie ' Crash ' Essay - Movie Analysis Racism, prejudice, stereotypes,
discrimination, these are just a few of the topics that the movie Crash touches on. New Jersey: Humana Press,
Inc. Some daughters of immigrants makes their appearance in the later part of the movie and there movements
showed that although racism is present in US it is also a land of opportunities. His authority and location in a
schema of white privilege gives him added power. After seeing this movie, Aoki 10 audience members have
literally and figuratively seen the extensive whiplashes that racial stereotypes can have. If you do the same,
you can too.


